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Abstract: Big data analytics is the process of examining big data to uncover hidden patterns, unknown correlations and
other useful information that can be used to make better decisions. The main goal of this project is to understand and
implement the entire process of data mining and analytics. We will be extracting the information from data sources by
implementing a web crawler. To remove the inconsistencies in the extracted data we will be cleaning it. The cleaned
data will be migrated to database, analyzed and visualized.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Modern day systems produce tons of data. The volume,
velocity, variety and veracity of data coming into the
organizations has reached to a ground breaking level. This
data contains a lot of information stored in the form of
hidden patterns, unknown correlations which can be used
to make better decisions. Analytics is making the
businesses smarter and more productive by making better
predictions by analyzing the trends in the data.
This paper is an attempt made to deep dive into analytics
domain by performing some analysis over the car sale
dataset. The analysis is made by keeping in mind
information which can be extracted from the inventory car
sale data that can prove to be useful to sales people and
managers to improve the sales and overall profit.
Questions for analysis can be like car sale across the
various geographical locations every year, car sale by its
type etc.

quality data can be generated only after cleaning the data
before adding it in the data warehouse.
Openrefine is an open source tool for data cleaning. It is a
powerful tool for working on noisy data and cleaning it.
Openrefine accepts data from various sources, analyzes
different datasets quickly and apply various cell
transformations on the data.
C. Data Integration
Data integration is basically linking of data from different
sources and it provides a collective view of the data.[6,7,8]

D. Data Visuaization
While building visualizations, graphics developer mostly
use multiple tools concurrently. This can be seen mostly in
many websites, were collective visualizations combine
different technologies. But sadly, this euphoric
interoperability is mostly lost with visualization toolkits
A lot of similar researches have been done is this field and due to encapsulation of DOM with more functional forms.
many applications are there in the market for the same. Data Driven Documents (D3) is used for visualization
But our project is a sincere effort made to learn step by process. D3 enables direct analysis and handling of a
step how analytics is actually performed.
native delegation for HTML, SVG, CSS but D3.js is
implemented on all the above standards. It has a great
II. LITERATUR SURVEY
control over the ultimate visual outcome.
A. Web Crawler
III. AIM AND OBJECTIVE
A web crawler is a mechanism used in search engine
Aim is to develop a web crawler to extract data from
which helps search engines in finding and exploring the
websites and using data preprocessing techniques such as
web. It is a algorithm for downloading various web pages
cleaning, integration and visualization.
automatically. It is an important software for compilation
of data. It is also called as web spider. There are multiple
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
types of web crawler for eg. Incremental web crawler.
 Information Gathering or Data collection
Incremental web crawler [5] updates a current set of
 Data Cleaning
download pages rather than reinstating the crawling
 Data Integration
process from the start.
 Data Visualization
B. Data Cleaning
Above steps can be shown as follows:
A lot of data is created everyday by various organization
to get the best business decisions and profit it is necessary A. Information Gathering
to observe the generated data. To observe the data, a data Data collection stage mainly focus of gathering data from
warehouse is the only solution. For the future aim the various sources. Analytics requires lot of data. We have
faultlessness of the data is very important. Thus, this
made a web crawler using python to acquire data from
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websites. The data obtained from web crawler is in XML The data access layer will perform actual data extraction
format. We have also collected inventory data from from database.
various websites which is in form of flat files, excel sheet.
V. ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION

B. Data Cleaning
The raw data that is obtained may contains lot of
inconsistencies. Such data cannot be directly used for
analysis. Even when the data obtained may contains some
noise (age of car is negative). We need to ensure that all
such data is cleaned before it is used for analysis. For
cleaning of data we are using OpenRefine a data cleaning
tool.

A. Proposed algorithm for web crawler
Urls[]
pageVisited[]
xmlText=open("output.xml","w",buffering=20*(1024**2)
)
Add url of the first page to Urls[]
For url in urls
Open the URL
Convert html to text
Links = Find all <a> “anchor tags from the text
Remove the url from Url[]
For link in Links
If link contains „limit=‟ and not „lang=‟
Get “href” for this <a>
If page (link) not in pageVisited
Add page to pageVisited
Extract all content on page
Generate xml element of the content extracted.
Append the xml generated to the root xml
Convert xml generated to String
Write string to the file
Close file.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper has discussed the technique of Big Data
Analysis. The proposed work is an effort to suggest an
approach for handling the Big Data. Approach suggested
from the beginning of making a web crawler then
retrieving information then cleaning and integration of the
data and the visualization of the data has been stated. This
C. Data Integration
We have integrated the cleaned data into a structured work will surely be useful for organizations to manage the
database using Oracle. For performing the data data.
management NoSQL databases like MongoDB, Hadoop
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